Induction of terminal differentiation and nuclear appendage(s) formation in a human myeloid leukaemia cell line (HL-60).
In vitro terminal differentiation in a female myeloid leukaemia cell line (HL-60) was induced by either of the two inducing agents, dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and dimethylformamide (DMF). A higher frequency of more mature myeloid cells was noted with increasing concentrations of the inducing agents up to the optimal dose limits for cell viability, and with longer post-induction incubation periods. The highest percentage of polymorphs was obtained at 8 days post-induction with 1.25% DMSO and after 6 and 8 days exposure to 90 mM DMF. A proportion of polymorphs showed non-sex specific drumstick-like nuclear appendages, which were morphologically similar to the sex-specific drumsticks found in polymorphs from normal females in vivo. The correlation between the nuclear lobe counts and the frequencies of drumstick-like appendages in polymorphs was also similar to that reported for drumsticks in blood cells in vivo. The various stages of terminal differentiation and nuclear appendage formation in polymorphs under induced differentiation were similar to those occurring in vivo. Chromosomal analyses of this cell line indicated that individual cells had lost one X chromosome, and no portion of the missing X was detected in any of the rearranged chromosomes. Since no truly sex-specific drumsticks appeared to be present in the polymorphs of this cell line containing only one X chromosome, the study supports the accepted notion that there is a correlation between drumstick frequency and the presence of one versus two X chromosomes.